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precarious labour is becoming the new normal.
It touches all forms of work, whether contracted,
temporary or part-time, across the labour market. It
particularly hits imported guest workers whether in
high-skilled or low-waged work. The growth of such
categories of precarious labour will continue to push
down the general standard of living of all workers. It
forces every worker to compete with this large pool
of cheap and flexible labour. What to do to protect
and promote the interests of precarious workers?
The cases of “agency” and temporary foreign workers is proving a tough nut to crack. So far precious
little is happening on the ground.
The Immigrant Workers Centre (IWC) in Montréal
is taking some small steps to build organizations of
precarious workers. The work is challenging and
successes slow to emerge, but we believe we are on

the right track. We are working with two categories
of workers. The first group is temporary job placement workers, who have set up the Association of
Temporary Placement Agency Workers. For many
new arrivals in Canada, job-placement agency work
is their easiest option. A large number of these workers end up in warehouses such as that belonging to
cut-rate retailer Dollarama. The second group we
work with is those organized into the Temporary Foreign Workers Association (TFWA) and has a membership across Québec in a variety of jobs. Their
challenge includes a complex intersection of work
and immigration.
Our approach is to organize associations of workers in both these categories. These associations are
membership-based and their leadership is rooted
amongst the workers themselves. The underlying
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assumption we work from is that advocacy based on
individual activism, while necessary, is insufficient.
A real challenge to precarity needs to start with
workers’ own self-activity with an organic leadership rooted in the workplace experience. But to get
there involves a complicated process of organizing
with the conscious presence of organizers and organizations committed to the values of worker self-activity. But this all needs to be pulled together. So our
third initiative is a Coalition of Precarious Workers,
aiming to directly influence government policies and
practices.

Organizing teams are made up of a lead organizer,
a staff member of the IWC and volunteers and students doing field placements from social work and
other disciplines. In addition, periodically, the IWC
has hired former agency and temporary foreign
workers, when budgets permit. Joey Calugay is the
lead organizer for the Temporary Foreign Workers
and Mostafa Henaway for the agency workers.

TFW organizing
A new association has been set up for migrant workers in Québec called the Temporary Foreign Workers
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since its founding in 2001, the IWC has played
an important role in Montréal aiding hundreds of
immigrant workers each year in their various workplace and immigration struggles both individually
and collectively. With minimal staff and funding and
a host of dedicated volunteers and board members,
the IWC acts as a resource and education centre that
undertakes labour-related services, advocacy and
social action relevant to the needs and interests of
immigrant workers, and also seeks their participation in all aspects of its organization and activities.
Services are offered in English and French as well as
other languages. The IWC has campaigned for the
rights of immigrant and migrant workers, regardless
of status and has aided many workers in their fight
for social and economic justice.
The IWC operates a drop-in immigration and labour
rights service where workers can ask for information. For those who choose to take action, whether
legal, administrative or informal, we offer accompaniment and support. The centre has direct contact
with about 500 workers yearly around grievances

ranging from health and safety to unjust dismissal,
non-payment, psychological harassment, and immigration related issues. We aim to link these individuals to the broader IWC activities, and our campaigns
and actions often originate from situations first
observed in individual cases. Individual cases sometimes serve as an illustration of broader issues.
When it is clear that one person’s problem is likely
shared by their work colleagues, we try to reach others in the same workplace to take collective action.
The strength of the IWC is that it has been able to
work within a broad context reaching thousands of
workers a year through outreach, services, coalition
work, education, campaigns and collective workplace struggles. The IWC, along with the broader
labour movement, shares a common concern about
the growing move to make work more flexible, which
especially affects new immigrants and migrants. We
believe this is just another way to remove unions
from the equation and tip the balance of labour relations in favor of the bosses. Working in solidarity
we can fight against this trend.
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Association (TFWA). This association was the result
of the ongoing outreach, organizing and mobilization work of the IWC in different cities and small
towns throughout the province from as far as Chicoutimi, in the northeast region of Québec, to SainteAnne-de-Bellevue on the westernmost point of the
island of Montréal. With a good participation of various groups of workers from across the province, the
TFWA was launched on November 23, 2013. Helena
Sanchez, an elected representative of the TFWA,
summed up the journey to get to this point in her
opening speech, “We have come from far away, from
many different places so that we can come together
today to build this new organization.”
Currently, the TFWA is training activists from its
own ranks to do outreach in combination with IWC
organizers in an effort to expand their base amongst
precarious workers. Strategies include rights workshops, teaching public speaking skills to raise
awareness of issues and joint action with allies
including the broader union movement to attract
new members. The development of an activist base
is helping to consolidate the organization and
empowering the membership to provide a lively
presence to win public support and challenge government priorities.
How did we organize this association? The first
problem was to come to grips with how widespread
the use of temporary foreign workers actually is.
Knowing where and how to find migrant workers is
crucial. Workers who approached the Centre with
their issues allowed us to identify broader patterns
of issues and also the sectors where such migrants
worked. In many instances it was the migrant workers themselves who identified workplaces and made
connections between IWC organizers and new
groups of potential activists.
Another challenge is to move beyond individual
cases to a broader organizing strategy. Individual
casework can provide an opening to understand the
systemic discrimination and barriers this immigrant
precariat face in moving beyond paper rights to
rights in practice. This holds true whether such barriers exist in the workplace, in the social services, or
even within unions themselves. But individual casework has the danger of bogging down strategy in
individualized tactics and inadvertently validating an
inherently unjust system. An “organizing” approach
to casework that moves beyond a “social work”
approach is essential. Addressing immediate problems of workers needs to be done in the context of
helping foster a culture of worker empowerment
based on not only knowledge of rights but also
spreading that knowledge to others to help create a
collective will to act. Mohamed Ali Ben Dellej, a vol-

unteer organizer for the TFWA from Tunisia, explains,
“I just approached the centre regarding my personal
problem, never realizing that I would actually become
part of the solution by helping to organize others.”
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IWC organizers started with a few contacts in the
gaming industry, telecommunications, and the restaurant and landscaping industries. With just these
few contacts the organizers were able to map out
workplaces in which to do outreach and then hold
rights workshops with groups of workers in their
homes and communities. For organizers, time management and coordination with an ever-growing
membership base is always a challenge. The “temporary” status of workers presents a further challenge as those who take on responsibilities may in
the end have to leave their jobs and replacements be
found. Thus developing leadership amongst the
ranks of migrant workers is a race against time as is
any fight to access rights. It is important for organizers to set realistic goals that take into account the
temporary nature of precarious migrant labour.

Organizing agency workers
Questions facing organizers abound. How do we
reach temporary agency workers? What are the
issues they face working through a job placement
agency? How do we begin to reach workers that may
work in many different places? What if they only
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work a few days in each place? Where is it best to
contact them? We found two very large and distinct
concentrations of workers we were able to successfully reach. The first are workers in distribution
warehouses for major corporations such as Dollarama. Such companies employ thousands of
mainly African and Haitian immigrants in very intensive work with little regard to their health and safety.
This sector is rapidly expanding. Other examples
include warehouses associated with companies like
David’s Tea or Garage. Recently even large corporations seem to be using this kind of contract labour
arrangement to distribute their products.
A second concentration of workers we have also
reached are transient workers often working “under
the table” for cash. Often the agencies that employ
them are “fly-by-night” outfits who operate buses
that ship people out to large greenhouses, meat
processing plants or food processing and packaging
centres. These workers are even more vulnerable
because of their precarious immigration status. They
are subject to a range of abuses: non-payment of
wages or payment below the minimum wage and
some pretty severe health and safety violations.
For over two years now the IWC has had success in
attracting both types of workers to workshops on
labour standards and health and safety. An association of such workers was launched with the support
of CSN and more recently Unifor. One of our main
challenges was how to build a stable association

and recruit new agency workers in the face of very
rapid worker turnover. It all took time and patience.
The association now has a core group of workerleaders, and prioritizes education, campaigns, and
outreach. For over a year despite significant worker
turnover we have been able to expand the organization at least partially through our advocacy case
work. Future plans include not only a newspaper but
a campaign to demand employers obey health and
safety regulations and pay for safety boots (a prerequisite for any kind of warehouse employment).
The challenge we face is how to go beyond these
specific organizing efforts and press the government
for meaningful reforms to improve conditions. In the
spring of 2013, a rumour made the rounds that the
minority PQ government wanted to do something to
improve the conditions of precarious workers. The
IWC decided to take initiative and brought a coalition of groups together including the ones discussed
in this article. Demands were prepared and the minister of labour invited to a public meeting with workers. She didn’t bother to appear and the meeting
became a speak-out over worker grievances. The
IWC was then invited to an informal consultation. A
delegation of workers discussed their demands and
analysis. Any PQ interest in improving conditions for
precarious workers has faded into the woodwork.
But today the Québec government (no matter who is
in power) faces a combative precarious workers’
organization ready to fight for their rights.
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